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Abstract
A mathematical model was developed for performance of hollow fiber membrane filtration system by considering 

both frictional and kinetic pressure losses along the fiber. The model was solved numerically as a whole and 
analytically with the kinetic term omitted with constant driving pressure as the primary control parameter. Numerical 
simulations first demonstrated that the kinetic pressure loss in the hollow fiber was negligible compared to the 
frictional pressure loss for the current hollow fiber membranes. It was further demonstrated that the productivity (exit 
velocity) of a hollow fiber was greatly affected by the radius of the fiber. The axial velocity reached a plateau value 
rapidly along a fiber of a small diameter while increased linearly along a fiber of sufficiently large radius. For given 
membrane materials (resistance) and fiber length, an optimal diameter of the fiber can be determined to maximize 
exit velocity.

Keywords: Hollow fiber membrane; Mathematical modeling; System 
simulation; Transmembrane pressure; Exit axial velocity; Frictional 
pressure loss

Nomenclature: 
dPf: differential frictional pressure loss (Pa)

dPk: differential kinetic pressure loss (Pa)

f: Darcy friction factor

L: fiber length (m)

m: mass in the differential volume in Figure 1 (m)

r: inner radius of fiber (m/s)

Re: Reynolds number

Rm: membrane resistance (1/m)

u: average axial lumen velocity (m/s)

u0: exit axial velocity (m/s)

ulim: limiting exit axial velocity (m/s)

v: permeate flux or velocity (m/s)

v0: permeate velocity or flux at the exit (m/s)

x: axial coordinate (m)

Introduction
Microfiltration and ultrafiltration membranes in the form of hollow 

fibers have many desirable advantages over other forms of membranes 
[1-3], such as high surface/volume ratio, lower cost in fabrication, 
and diversified applications, etc. In the last couple of decades, hollow 
fiber membranes have been growingly used in water and wastewater 
treatments process [4-8], especially in membrane bioreactors (MBRs) 
for the removal of organic contaminants from wastewater [9-11]. 
Obviously, there is an urgent need for a better understanding of the 
performance of hollow fiber membrane system and the affecting 
factors in order to use this promising technology more effectively and 
efficiently [12-15].

A hollow fiber with a dead-end operated at either constant 
transmembrane pressure or constant average flux mode is basically 

a heterogeneous filtration system, in which the key parameters vary 
significantly along the fiber length [14-16]. It is well established that the 
flow pattern and pressure field in a hollow fiber are fully governed by 
the Navier-Stokes and continuity equations. However, direct solution 
of Navier-Stokes and continuity equations remains a challenging task 
[13,17,18] nowadays for the performance modeling and simulation 
of hollow fiber membrane system. Instead, it would be more practical 
to develop models that determine the locally varying parameters at 
constant transmembrane pressure operation mode with the existing 
theories for tube flows combined with membrane filtration theories. 
Frictional pressure loss was first considered for the transmembrane 
pressure variation along the hollow fibers [19-24]. Lately it was realized 
that the axial flow in the hollow fiber was different from the common 
tube flow in that the flow accelerates as it flows from the dead-end to 
the open-end due to the addition of permeate along the fiber. Therefore, 
the pressure loss as a result of momentum changes might contribute to 
the change of local transmembrane pressure [3,25]. This impact has not 
been rigorously quantified and assessed in the performance modeling 
of hollow fiber membrane systems.

When friction of axial flow with the inner fiber wall is the main 
reason for the variation of local transmembrane pressure, the 
distribution of transmembrane pressure along the fiber was found to 
be governed by a second order ordinary differential equation [2,19]. An 
analytical solution of the governing equation was obtained by Chang and 
Fane [19] and Chang et al. [20,21] with the average initial permeate flux 
as a control variable. Although the concept of average permeate flux is 
practically useful in the operation of membrane process, it is unsuitable 
for exploration of the fundamental principles of the system. One of the 
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serious drawbacks of the model based on the average permeate flux is 
that the impact of various parameters on the performance of hollow 
fiber membrane system cannot be simulated with the model because 
the average permeate flux that should be used as an indicator of the 
system performance is already given as the control parameter. 

As a matter of fact, the primary control parameter of a membrane 
process is the transmembrane pressure and the (average) permeate flux 
should be a natural performance indicator of a membrane system. Even 
in the membrane processes operated at constant permeate flux operation 
mode, the constant flux is obtained by adjusting the transmembrane 
pressure through a feed-back mechanism. Furthermore, the valid range 
of the average permeate flux for a hollow fiber membrane cannot be 
determined within the theoretical framework of the model based on 
average permeate flux. Therefore, there is a chance to pick up a value 
for the averages permeate flux that is unachievable in the membrane 
system. On the contrary, when the transmembrane pressure is used as 
the primary control parameter, the possible maximum permeate flux of 
a membrane system can be rigorously determined.  

This present work presented an effort to address the three 
fundamental issues mentioned above. First, a mathematical model was 
developed for a hollow fiber membrane system with the transmembrane 
pressure as the control parameter. In addition to the frictional pressure 
loss, the kinetic pressure loss due to fluid acceleration inside of the fiber 
would be rigorously formulated and assessed. Instead the flow rate or 
average permeate flux of a fiber membrane, the exit axial flow velocity 
at the open-end of the fiber was used as the performance indicator of 
the fiber membrane system. Second, a numerical solution procedure 
was developed for the complete model with both frictional and kinetic 
pressure losses and an analytical solution was derived for the reduced 
model without the kinetic pressure term. The analytical solutions were 
obtained based on the constant driving pressure operation mode that 
is different from those based on the average flux as often found in the 
literature. Third, the performance of hollow fiber system was simulated 
with the new analytical solution under various conditions. The impacts 
of fiber length and radius on the performance of hollow fiber membrane 
system were particularly reported with many interesting findings.

Model Development
A schematic of a vertical placed hollow fiber is presented in 

Figure 1a. The end of the fiber on the bottom is sealed (dead-end). 
Permeate comes out of the open-end of the fiber on the top as a result 
of either applying a negative suction pressure to the lumen side or a 
positive pressure from outside dependent on the configuration of 
the membrane filtration system. In either case, the transmembrane 
pressure always ascribes a positive value measured from the outside 
to the inside of the hollow fiber. Because the fiber is always filled with 
water, the hydraulic head of water depth outside of the fiber has no role 
to play in the filtration process. The only driving force for permeate is 
the transmembrane pressure ∆P(x). In this sense, the orientation of the 
hollow fiber in either vertical direction or horizontal direction or any 
arbitrary direction does not affect the driving force for permeate flux.

In the hollow fiber membrane system, the fibers are commonly 
characterized with inner radius, fiber length, and membrane resistance. 
The operating parameter is the transmembrane pressure at the open-
end of the fiber ∆P. The overall permeate production rate is a more 
important concern for hollow fiber membrane system. Therefore, 
the exit axial velocity at the open-end u0 is selected over the average 
membrane flux as the performance indicator of the fiber membrane 
system. Because these important parameters are defined at the open-

end of the fiber, it is natural to select the open-end of fiber as the origin 
of coordinate x. As shown in Figure 1a, the section of the fiber that 
contributes more to permeate production has smaller x value in such 
a coordinate system. A hollow fiber membrane system is completely 
described by the distributions of transmembrane pressure, permeate 
flux, and average axial flow velocity.

Average axial velocity and permeate flu
The average axial velocity inside a hollow fiber is determined by the 

mass balance relationship with the permeate flux

( ) ( )2
= ∫

L

x

u x v x dx
r                                 (1)

where x is the coordinate along the fiber starting from the open-end, 
u(x) is the average axial velocity with the positive direction defined 
pointing to the open-end of the fiber, r is the fiber inner radius, v(x) 
is the permeate flux, and L is the fiber length. At any location x, the 
permeate flux of the membrane is calculated with the membrane 
filtration equation

( ) ( )
m

P x
v x

Rm
∆

=                         (2)

where ∆P(x) is the transmembrane pressure, µ is the viscosity, and Rm 
is the membrane resistance. The membrane resistance is a constant 
along a clean fiber. It needs to point out here that both permeate 
velocity v(x) and membrane resistance Rm is defined with respect to 
the inner radius of the fiber. In case that the membrane is actually on 
the outer shell of the fiber, the ratio of outer radius to inner radius is 
needed to convert these parameters into the right form. 

The transmembrane pressure is usually only known at the open-end 
of a fiber as a given control parameter. The transmembrane pressure 
decreases along the hollow fiber as a function of location x and needs to 
be determined with fluid dynamics. In general, the pressure loss in the 
hollow fiber can be divided into frictional and kinetic components. The 
calculations of each component are detailed below separately.

Frictional pressure loss in hollow fiber
The frictional pressure loss in a small segment of the fiber as shown 

in Figure 1b is related to the average axial velocity with Darcy–Weisbach 
equation [26,27].

2

4fdP f u dx
r
r

=                        (3)

Figure 1: a) Schematic of a hollow fiber with flow pattern and coordinate 
system. b) Schematic of a segment of hollow fiber and mass and momentum 
balances.
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where dPf is the frictional pressure loss, f is the Darcy friction factor, r is 
the density of water, dx is the length of the hollow fiber segment. Darcy 
friction factor of laminar flow in a circular tube is given as [27,28].

64 32

e

f
R ur

m
r

= =                             (4)

where Re is the Reynolds number, which is defined R_e=2ρur/μ for the 
fiber, and m is the viscosity of water.

Substituting Eq. (4) into Eq. (3) and integrating from 0 to x gives 
the pressure loss as

( ) 2
0

8 x

fP x udx
r
m

∆ = ∫                        (5)

where ∆Pf is the frictional pressure loss from the open-end to location x.

Kinetic pressure loss in hollow fiber

Water flow in the fiber lumen accelerates as it moves from the dead-
end to the open-end because of the addition of permeate along the fiber. 
Energy is consumed for water movement acceleration. The pressure 
loss as a result of water acceleration is termed as kinetic pressure loss, 
which can be calculated from the principle of Newton’s second law

( )
2

2 d
2k

d mur P
dx

π
 

= −  
 

                        (6)

where dPk is the pressure loss along the length of dx. The term πr2 is the 
cross sectional area of the fiber lumen and the term mu2/2 is the kinetic 
energy carried by the volume of water in the segment of fiber. Using the 
mass and momentum flows presented in Figure 1b, it can be found that

2d dkP uv x
r
r

=                                             (7)

Then the total kinetic pressure loss from the open-end to location x is 

( )
0

2 x

kP x uvdx
r
r

∆ = ∫                              (8)

Therefore the transmembrane pressure at location x of the fiber is 
determined as 

( ) 2
0 0

8 2x x

P x P udx uvdx
r r
m r

∆ = ∆ − −∫ ∫                      (9)

where ∆P is the transmembrane pressure at the open-end of the hollow 
fiber membrane.

Up to now, the equations that fully govern the hollow fiber 
membrane system have been derived, which are Eqs. (1),(2), and (9). 
These three equations are highly coupled and the analytical solutions 
are usually difficult to find for the general case. Even for some special 
cases where analytical solution is available for clean membrane, they 
may not be valid for fouled membranes because the total hydraulic 
resistance cannot remain constant for the whole fiber length. Numerical 
solutions are much more versatile that can be used for both clean and 
fouled membranes. 

Numerical Solution
In order to construct the numerical solution, the fiber is discretized 

into n equal segments with the length of ∆x = L/n each. The open-
end of the fiber is designated step as i = 0, and grids are continuously 
numbered downward with i = 1, 2, 3, …, and n for the dead-end of 
the fiber. The axial velocity at step n is known to be zero because it is 
the dead-end. In principle, the axial velocity in the previous steps can 

be determined step by step backward from the step n. However, the 
method has a difficulty to execute because the pressure at the step n is 
unknown. In this study, an iteration scheme was developed to find the 
transmembrane pressure for the last step n. When this transmembrane 
pressure is known, the whole problem has been solved at the same time. 
The method of bisection was used to find the transmembrane pressure 
for the step n. The possible range of transmembrane pressure is initially 
the ∆Pmax and ∆Pmin, which are given as

PmaxP∆ = ∆                                (10)

0minP∆ =                                       (11)

With the method of bisection, the middle value of the pressure 
range is assumed the transmembrane pressure, i.e.

2
max min

n
P PP ∆ + ∆

∆ =                             (12)

and the permeate flux is calculated as

n
n

m

Pv
Rm
∆

=

For i < n, the axial velocity, transmembrane pressure, and permeate 
flux are determined by 

  1
2

i i
xu v

r +

∆
=
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 i
i

m

Pv
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∆

=

The process is repeated until i = 0. During the repetition, 
whenever ∆Pi > ∆P, the upper pressure bound ∆Pmax is set to the 
newly determined ∆Pn and goes back to Eq. (12) to start over again. 
By the end of repetition, if ∆P0 is equal to the driving pressure ∆P of 
the fiber filtration systems, the solution is reached and the process 
stops. Otherwise, the lower pressure bound ∆Pmin is set to the newly 
determined ∆Pn and goes back to Eq. (12) to start over again. In each 
iteration, the domain length of the transmembrane pressure reduces by 
half. The calculation procedure is presented in the flow diagram shown 
in Figure 2. The same numerical procedure can be used directly for the 
fouled fibers where the total hydraulic resistance is a variable instead 
of a constant.

The numerical solution procedure was coded in C++ language 
that worked smoothly for all cases of simulations. In most case 
studies carried out in this study, numerical solutions were obtained in 
a fraction of second on a common personal computer. The detailed 
simulation results will be discussed later in the section of Simulations 
and Discussions. However, one important finding should be pointed 
out from the numerical solutions: the kinetic pressure loss is less than 
one percent of the frictional pressure loss for the typical parameters of 
the current hollow fibers. This finding stimulated the derivation of the 
analytical solution below.

Analytical Solution 
When the kinetic pressure loss term is omitted from Eq. (9), the 

remained equation is analytically solvable. Taking derivative of both 
sides of Eq. (9) without the kinetic pressure loss term results in

( )
2

8d P x
u

dx r
m∆

= −                            (13)

Combining Eqs. (1), (2) and (13) gives
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( ) ( )3

16 L

m x

d P x
P x dx

dx r R
∆

= − ∆∫                                      (14)

Taking derivative of both side of Eq. (14) results in

( ) ( )
2

2 3

16

m

d P x
P x

dx r R
∆

= ∆                          (15)

The boundary conditions for the problem under consideration are 

( )0P P∆ = ∆                   (16)

and
( ) 0

x L

d P x
dx

=

∆
=                      (17)

Eq. (16) means that the pressure at the open-end of the fiber is given 
as an operational parameter. On the other hand, Eq. (17) reflects the 
fact that the axial velocity in the hollow fiber is zero at the dead-end. 

The solution of Eq. (15) with boundary conditions (16) and (17) is

( )
( ) ( )L x L x

L L

e eP x P
e e

l l

l l

− − −

−

+
∆ = ∆

+
                   (18)

where l is given as

3

4

mr R
l =                    (19)

With the known transmembrane pressure distribution, the exit 
axial velocity of the fiber, which is the performance indicator of the 
membrane system, is readily determined. Substituting Eq. (1) into Eq. 
(2) and setting the lower integration limit to 0, one has the exit axial 

velocity of the fiber
( )

0
0

2 L

m

P x
u dx

r Rm
∆

= ∫                         (20)

Substituting Eq. (18) for ∆P(x) in Eq. (20), the exit axial velocity is 
obtained

0 0 2

L L L L
m

limL L L L

rR e e e eu v u
e e e e

l −l l −l

l −l l −l

− −
= =

+ +
                (21)

where v0 is the initial permeate flux at x=0, and ulim is the limiting exit 
axial velocity of the fiber. The initial permeate flux and the limiting exit 
axial velocity are, respectively, given by 

0
P

m

v
ì R
∆

=                    (22)

and
P

2lim
m

ru
ì R
∆

=                         (23)

Eq. (21) explicitly shows the impacts of various parameters 
on system performance. It can be directly used to analyze system 
performance in many cases. Eq. (23) shows that the maximum possible 
exit velocity is proportional to the transmembrane pressure and the 
square root of fiber inner radius, while inversely proportional to the 
water viscosity and the square root of membrane resistance.

Simulations and Discussions
In this section, the performance of the hollow fiber membrane 

system was simulated for various conditions. Unless other stated, the 
parameter values in Table 1 were used in the subsequent simulations. 
All the simulations were obtained with the numerical procedure. As a 
comparison and double check, the analytical solutions were also tried 
in some cases and almost exactly the same results were obtained. The 
choice of numerical procedure in the simulations was mainly for its 
easy expansion to the planned later study of the fouled fibers, for which 
the analytical solution will no longer be available.

Frictional and kinetic pressure losses

A numerical solution for the hollow fiber membrane system was 
presented in Figures 3a and 3b. The local transmembrane pressure was 
shown in Figure 3a with frictional and kinetic pressure losses. It can be 
seen that the kinetic pressure loss was very small that was practically 
zero in this case. The decrease on the transmembrane pressure was 
almost entirely caused by the frictional pressure loss. The corresponding 
local permeate velocity and the axial velocity were presented in Figure 
3b. Similar to the transmembrane pressure, the local permeate velocity 
decreased from the open-end to the dead-end of the fiber. The average 
axial velocity always started from zero at the dead-end and increased to 
the maximum value at the open-end of the fiber. 

Membrane resistance is reasonably anticipated to decrease with 
the advance in membrane materials and fabrication technology. It is of 
great interest to know how the decreased membrane resistance affects 
the frictional and kinetic pressure losses in the hollow fibers. The local 
transmembrane pressure and the frictional and kinetic pressure losses 

Figure 2: Flowchart for numerical calculation of the performance of hollow fiber 
filtration system.
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Table 1: Default parameter values used in numerical simulations.

Parameter Unit Value
Inner Radius m 0.2 × 10-3

Fiber length m 3.0
Membrane resistance 1/m 1.12 × 1012

Waterviscosity Pa⋅s 0.89 × 10-3

Pressure Pa 0.5 × 105
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were simulated and shown in Figures 4a-4c for membrane resistance 
of 1.12 × 10111/m, 5.62 × 10101/m, and 1.12 × 10101/m, respectively. 
It can be seen that the kinetic pressure loss is no longer negligible for 
the lower membrane resistances. Figure 4c shows that the frictional 
and kinetic pressure losses are comparable in magnitude when the 
membrane resistance is 1.12 × 10101/m. For all the three membrane 
resistances used in the simulations, the kinetic pressure losses have to 
be considered for the sake of higher accuracy.

Performance of hollow fiber filtration system

For given membrane materials and fabrication technology of hollow 
fibers, the fiber length and radius are two important parameters of 
hollow fibers. The knowledge of their impacts on system performance 
is of paramount importance to the design of membrane system. In 
this section, the impacts of the fiber length and radius on the system 
performance (as represented by axial exit velocity) were studied under 
various conditions.  

The impact of fiber length on the exit velocity for different membrane 
resistances was presented in the Figure 5. The resistance decreases 
with the increasing number on the graph. It can be seen that the exit 
velocity generally increases with fiber length. However, the increasing 
rate decreases as fiber length increases. The curves 1 to 3 in the figure 
represent the cases for the membrane resistance range of current hollow 
fibers. Curves 4 and 5 in the figure were produced with the membrane 
resistances of one third or one fifth of the typical resistance for current 
fibers as used to produce curve 2. It can be seen from curves 4 and 5 that 

the exit velocities of the fiber no longer increase with fiber length when 
the length exceeds certain values. The limiting exit velocities calculated 
with Eq. (23) were presented in Table 2. The analytical solution can 
produce exactly the same exit velocities for all the membrane resistances. 
However, the numerical simulations showed the value of fiber length at 
which the limiting exit velocities could be obtained. Similar impact of 
fiber length on the exit velocity of the fiber can be seen for different 
initial transmembrane pressures as presented in Figure 6. The numbers 
on the curves indicated increasing transmembrane pressure used in the 
simulations. For all the transmembrane pressures simulated, the exit 
velocity keeps increasing with the fiber length.  

Figure 7 presented profiles of the exit velocity as functions of fiber 

Figure 4: Numerical solutions of frictional and kinetic pressure losses for future 
low membrane resistances. (a) Rm = 1.12 × 10111/m, (b) Rm = 5.62 × 10101/m, 
and (c) Rm = 1.12 × 10101/m.  The radius r = 0.4mm and initial transmembrane 
pressure of 0.5 bar were used in the calculation.
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Figure 3: A numerical solution of the hollow fiber model with typical parameter 
values. (a) The transmembrane pressure along the fiber with frictional and 
kinetic pressure losses, and (b) the permeate and axial velocities along the 
fiber. The radius r = 0.4mm and initial transmembrane pressure of 0.5 bar were 
used in the calculation.
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on the performance of the fiber membrane. The numbers on the curves 
in the figure indicate simulation results for increasing fiber radius. 
Instead of monotonic trend as for resistance and pressure, the impact of 
fiber radius on performance is more complicated and interesting. The 
hollow fiber of smaller radius produces more permeates (higher exit 
velocity) for shorter fiber but reaches a plateau value sooner as fiber 
length increases. It can be seen on Figure 7 that the hollow fiber with 
the radius of 0.15 mm (curve 1) produces the most permeate for fiber 
length up to 0.85 m. However, the maximum axial velocity (ca. 1.6 m/s) 

Figure 6: Axial velocity as a function of fiber length for various initial 
transmembrane pressures: 1) 0.5 bar, 2) 1.0 bar, 3) 1.5 bar, 4) 2.0 bar, and 5) 
2.5 bar.  Other parameters used in simulations are given in Table 1.
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Figure 7: Axial velocity as a function of fiber length for various fiber radiuses: 
1) 0.15 mm, 2) 0.20 mm, 3) 0.30 mm, 4) 0.50 mm, 5) 0.75 mm, and 6) 1.0 mm.  
Other parameters used in simulations are given in Table 1.
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Figure 5: Axial velocity as a function of fiber length for various membrane 
resistances: 1) 2.25 × 1012 1/m, 2) 1.12 × 1012 /m, 3) 5.62 × 1011 1/m, 4) 3.37 
× 1011 1/m, and 5) 2.25 × 1011 1/m.  Other parameters used in simulations are 
given in Table 1.
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Resistance , 1/m Limiting velocity, m/s Note
2.25 × 1012 1.48 Curve 1 in Figure 5
1.12 × 1012 2.10 Curve 2 in Figure 5
5.62 × 1011 2.96 Curve 3 in Figure 5
3.37 × 1011 3.82 Curve 4 in Figure 5
2.25 × 1011 4.68 Curve 5 in Figure 5

Table 2: Limiting exit velocity of hollow fiber.

length for different fiber radii. Comparing to resistance and pressure, 
the radius of hollow fiber is by far a much more influential parameter 

Figure 8: Axial velocity as a function of fiber radius for various initial 
transmembrane pressures: 1) 0.5 bar, 2) 1.0 bar, 3) 1.5 bar, 4) 2.0 bar, and 5) 
2.5 bar.  Other parameters used in simulations are given in Table 1.
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for the fiber is reached at the length of 1.8 m. The fiber with radius 
of 0.20 mm (curve 2) produces the most permeate for the fiber length 
between about 0.85 m to 1.40 m, where it is overtaken by the fiber of 
radius 0.30 mm (curve 3). Curves 5 and 6 represented radius of 0.50 
mm and 1.0 mm and the radii are too large for the conditions used in 
the simulations. They cannot produce the highest exit velocity in the 
whole range of fiber length simulated. 

The impact of fiber radius on exit velocities was presented in Figures 
8 and 9 for groups of pressures and resistances, respectively. It can be 
seen that there is a peak value of exit velocity at certain radius for each 
curve, which do not appear in the previous figures. Figure 8 shows that 
transmembrane pressure does not affect the radius value at which the 
peak exit velocity occurs although the peak velocity is strongly affected 
by pressure. Figure 9, on the contrary, shows that the decrease in the 
membrane resistance postpones the occurrence of peak exit velocity to 
a larger radius. It suggests that fibers with larger radius should be made 
to accommodate the membranes with lower resistance. It is possible 
to mathematically find the optimal radius for given sets of parameters 
by taking derivative of Eq. (13) and setting it to zero. However, the 
simulations of the performance of the hollow fiber as a function of 
radius can provide a direct graphical and vivid presentation of the 
result that cannot be matched by the single value from mathematical 
determination.

Conclusions
A model for the performance of a hollow fiber membrane system 

was developed by rigorously considering both frictional and kinetic 
pressure losses along the fiber. By numerical simulations of the complete 
model, it was demonstrated that the kinetic pressure loss is much 
smaller than the frictional pressure loss for the current hollow fiber 
membranes. Therefore, the performance of the hollow fiber membrane 
systems can be reasonably modeled by considering frictional pressure 
loss only. The analytical solution for the reduced model was derived 

Figure 9: Axial velocity as a function of fiber radius for various membrane 
resistances: 1) 2.25 × 1012 1/m, 2) 1.12 × 1012 /m, 3) 5.62 × 1011 1/m, 4) 3.37 
× 1011 1/m, and 5) 2.25 × 1011 1/m. Other parameters used in simulations are 
given in Table 1.
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with the driving pressure as the primary control parameter. Simulations 
showed that there exists a maximum exit axial velocity (correspondingly 
a maximum average permeate flux) with respect to driving pressure for 
given set of parameters. For given membrane materials (resistance) 
and fiber length, an optimal radius of the fiber can be determined to 
maximize axial velocity. The interesting simulations findings cannot 
be done with the model derived based on average permeate flux as a 
control parameter. 
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